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Abstract. Streams of data often originate from many distributed sources. A distributed
stream processing system publishes such streams of data and enables queries over the
streams. This allows users to retrieve and relate data from the distributed streams without
needing to know where they are located.
Stream data is important not only for its current values but also for past values produced.
In order to support this, the history of the stream must be archived and stream processing
systems must support history queries. However, one problem which then arises is that data
streams published by distributed sources may have missing data values, e.g. due to a network
failure. Since the stream has missed some values, the stored history of the stream contains
gaps.
This paper considers the effects of missing information on the answers generated for history
queries. The assumptions about the data streams are analysed so that techniques for detect-
ing missing values can be developed. A model for representing the incomplete information
has been developed together with an approach to answering history queries where relevant
data is missing.
Case studies have been drawn from the context of the r-gma system, which integrates
distributed data streams to provide information and monitoring data about resources on
a Grid. However, the model and techniques considered are general and could be applied
wherever there is a need to query the history of distributed data streams.

1 Introduction

Data streams appear in a variety of settings often originating at distributed sources. Typical
examples include traffic monitoring, sensor networks, and status information. While the processing
of data streams has been the focus of much research in recent years [6, 11], this has predominantly
been done in a centralised setting with little focus on the past behaviour of the stream.

However, when querying streaming data, it is not just the current values of a data stream
that are of interest, historical data is useful for identifying trends and patterns. By storing the
past content of a stream the data can then be queried to see how behaviour changes over time,
to pick out events with particular characteristics, or to compare events. For example, consider
the problem of monitoring resources on a grid. Each resource is instrumented with sensors and
scripts that capture and publish key characteristics of the resource, e.g. for a computing element
it is useful to know the number of free CPUs and the number of running jobs. Since the resources
of the grid are distributed, the streams of monitoring information will also be distributed. One
problem with this is that this distribution can often give rise to data being lost due to network
failures, communication errors, etc. This leads to incomplete historical data sets.

A user posing a query that involves historical data should not need to be aware that data is
missing from the system unless the query cannot be answered completely. When the query cannot
be answered completely it would be helpful if the system could provide details of how the answer
returned compares to what would have been returned if the data had been complete.

This paper presents (i) an analysis of different assumptions about data streams and the effects
of these on detecting when data is missing and the knowledge available about the data values that



Fig. 1. Architecture for a Generic Distributed Stream Processing System

are missed, (ii) a model for representing the incompleteness arising when the number of missed
tuples is known, and (iii) an approach for generating answers for a history query using this model.

The paper is structured as follows, Section 2 presents a generic architecture for publishing and
querying distributed data streams, followed by specific details of the r-gma system required for
understanding the motivation for the work along with examples of the type of problems addressed
by the work in this paper. Section 3 presents a formal model for data streams together with
definitions of desirable properties of a stream. It then formalises the generic distributed stream
system and considers when the data in such a system would be incomplete. The types of answer
that can be computed when there is incompleteness along with techniques for generating these
answer sets are presented in Section 4. Related work is discussed in Section 5 and the conclusions
are presented in Section 6.

2 Publishing Distributed Data Streams

2.1 A Generic Distributed Data Stream System

In general, one may have a number of data streams produced by distributed sources that need to
be combined and processed in order to answer user queries. Moreover, the data from these data
streams often needs to be combined with data from stored data sources in order to satisfy a user
query [17].

Initial data stream management systems such as Aurora [2] and stream [5] were developed to
allow the processing of queries over data streams. However, they require that all data are streamed
to a central location to perform the query. To overcome this limitation, distributed data stream
processing systems such as Borealis [1], Calder [18], and r-gma [10] have been developed.

The characteristics of these distributed data stream systems are captured in the following
generic model which is illustrated in Fig. 1. The model consists of the following five types of
components.

– A collection of distributed stream data sources, each of which publishes a set of data streams
e.g. the readings of a sensor.

– A collection of distributed stored data sources, each of which publishes a set of stored data
e.g. the contents of a database.

– A set of distributed data processing nodes which collect data from the data sources (both
stream and stored) or other processing nodes and enable queries to be executed by storing
and processing multiple data streams.

– Clients which accept, parse, and retrieve the answer to a user query.



– A Registry/Directory service which maintains a list of available data sources, processing nodes,
and clients.

The registry service is not always implemented as a separate component. For example, the
Borealis system has the functionality of the registry as part of the processing node whereas in
the r-gma system it is a separate service. However, the information in the registry, which allows
clients to retrieve their required data from appropriate processing nodes and which ensures that
processing nodes retrieve appropriate data from the data sources, should be replicated in the
system so that there is no single point of failure.

The data published by a source can be sent to more than one processing node. This means that
to retrieve the data for a query, there is often a choice as to which processing node to use. This is
desirable as it means that the execution load can be spread across the system. It is thus possible
that data published by a source will flow through several nodes before reaching a client where
each node will perform some of the processing to generate the answer stream. It is also possible
that the partial answers computed by the processing nodes may be used by multiple clients.

Queries to a stream system may be classified into two types. The first is a continuous query
which once issued remains active in the system until explicitly stopped. Such a query would return
every new tuple that satisfies the query condition. The second type of query is a one-off query in
that it returns an answer and then stops. A particular form of one-off query that is of interest is
the history query. Such a query considers the data published between two points in the past, often
expressed in time but can equally be expressed as a number of tuples, and returns those tuples
that satisfy the query condition. Very often, the period of history considered is relative to the
current time, e.g. all tuples in the last 24 hours or the last 10 tuples. A history query requires that
the stream system maintains an archive of the tuples published on the streams. Such an archive
does not always exist as stream systems require them to be explicitly created by a user of the
system.

2.2 R-GMA: An Example Distributed Data Stream System

r-gma is a distributed data stream system for publishing and querying information and monitoring
data about Grid resources. It allows users to locate data of interest without knowledge of where it
is published or stored. Cooke et al [10, 9] provide an overview of the architecture of r-gma, details
of the query planning mechanisms, and performance measures of the system. r-gma continues to
be developed as part of the EGEE Grid infrastructure which has been deployed on several grids
including the Large Hadron Collider Grid.

r-gma is a local-as-view information integration system for data streams. The architecture is
shown in Fig. 2 and consists of Primary Producers (which publish monitoring data as a stream
according to some view description), Secondary Producers (which pose a query and publish the
resulting data), Consumers (which retrieve specific monitoring data by posing a query), and a
Registry (which matches consumer requests with producer descriptions).

Primary producers offer the functionality of both a stream data source and a data processing
node in a single component. They publish their data as a stream of tuples conforming to a selection
view description over an agreed global schema. The primary producer also has some data processing
capabilities, and may additionally maintain an archive of the stream that it publishes (i.e. it stores
all the tuples that it has published during some allotted period of time), and/or the latest-state
of the stream values (i.e. it stores the most recent tuple for each instance of the keys that it
publishes).

Secondary producers offer the functionality of a data processing node. They collect their data
from one or more of the primary producers by posing a query over the agreed global schema.
The secondary producers can be used to merge the streams from two or more primary producers.
They can also be configured to maintain an archive and/or the latest-state values of their answer
streams.

To access the data, consumers may pose either a continuous query, a history query, or a latest-
state query which is another type of one-off query. A latest-state query considers the most recent
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Fig. 2. The architecture of r-gma

(a) compEle Relation

CEId freeCPUs runningJobs ts
1 4 1 1
2 1 6 1
1 3 2 2

1 2 5 4
1 1 5 5
2 3 4 5

(b) storEle Re-
lation
SEId currentIO ts
10 30 1
20 81 2
10 27 3

20 73 5

(c) CESE-
Bind Re-
lation
CEId SEId

2 10

Table 1. An instance of the global relations

tuple for each instance of the key values and returns those that satisfy the query condition. The
consumer, together with the registry, construct a query plan to answer the query that can retrieve
and merge data from multiple producers.

2.3 Motivating Examples

To illustrate the problem addressed in this paper, an example from the grid monitoring domain
is used. Consider the following relations for providing status information about resources on the
grid

compEle(CEId, freeCPUs, runningJobs, ts),
storEle(SEId, currentIO, ts),
CESEBind(CEId, SEId).

The relations are divided into streaming and stored relations and the data in each will be published
by the respective type of data source. In this example, the compEle and storEle relations are
streaming relations, while the CESEBind relation is a stored relation.

The relation compEle contains information about the number of free CPUs and the number
of running jobs at a particular time instance ts. The storEle relation contains information about
the I/O load on a storage element. The CESEBind relation shows which computing elements and
storage elements are linked. In all the relations, the underlined attributes form the primary key.
The CESEBind relation does not contain a ts attribute since this information is not expected to
change much over time.

An instance of the histories of these global relations is shown in Table 1. The current time is
assumed to be 5 and the system was started at time 1. For the two streams, data is missing where



Q1(CEId)← compEle(CEId, freeCPUs, runningJobs, ts) ∧ runningJobs > 5 ∧ [history = 24 hrs] (1)

Q2(CEId)← compEle(CEId, freeCPUs, runningJobs, ts) ∧ CESEBind(CEId, SEId) ∧
runningJobs > 5 ∧ [history = 12 hrs] (2)

Q3(CEId)← compEle(CEId, freeCPUs, runningJobs, ts1) ∧ storEle(SEId, currentIO, ts2) ∧
CESEBind(CEId, SEId) ∧ runningJobs > 5 ∧ currentIO > 75 ∧ [history = 24 hrs] (3)

Fig. 3. Conjunctive query notation for the example queries

there is a blank line. The stored CESEBind relation is considered to be complete since the data
does not change often. The value in the ts attribute represents the time in seconds at which the
reading was taken.

Consider three queries that might be posed over this instance of the data. Each query is
expressed as an English statement with a conjunctive query form of the query given in Fig. 3.
The conjunctive query notation has been extended to express the length of history that should
be considered in the query. Although a query might involve more than one history period, for the
purposes of this paper only one history period is considered that applies for the whole query, and
is written as an additional conjunct in square brackets. Each conjunctive query can be expressed
as a simple select-project-join sql query.

1. Find all machines that have had more than 5 running jobs in the last 24 hours. Fig. 3.(1)
2. Find all machines that have had more than 5 running jobs in the last 12 hours and are linked

to a storage element. Fig. 3.(2)
3. Find all machines that have had more than 5 running jobs in the last 24 hours which are

linked to a storage element that has had an I/O load of greater than 75 in the same period.
Fig. 3.(3)

Note that the semantics of a join between the histories of two streams is not immediately
obvious. One semantics would only permit the join between two tuples if their timestamps are the
same (this can be to within some threshold to allow for the difference between distributed clocks).

An alternative semantics is that the timestamps do not affect the join unless explicitly declared.
In the query above, different variables have been used for the timestamp attributes of the two
streams. This means that a tuple in the history of one stream may be joined with any tuple
in the history of the other stream. This matches the semantics commonly used in Data Stream
Management Systems where a join is processed over a window of data; the window here is defined
to be the history asked for in the query.

3 Data Stream Histories

3.1 Publishing a Data Stream

Properties of a Data Stream A data stream is a finite or infinite sequence of tuples. Since
each tuple represents a reading made at some specific point in time, the tuple must contain a
timestamp attribute to represent the time of the reading.

More precisely, suppose that T is the set of all tuples. Then a stream s is a partial function
from the natural numbers N to T ,

s : N ↪→ T,

such that for some m,n ∈ N, if s(n) is defined then the tuple s(m) is defined for all m < n.
Thus, s(n) denotes the nth tuple of s. This model allows streams to contain tuples with the same



timestamp and does not require that tuples appear in chronological order. It would not be possible
to ensure chronological ordering due to the distributed nature of the source streams.

Suppose r is a relation with a relation schema which specifies a type for each attribute. A tuple
satisfies the schema in the usual way. A stream satisfies the schema if every tuple in the stream
satisfies the schema.

The attributes of a stream relation can be classified into three types: key attributes (which
state where and how a reading was taken), measurement attributes (which state the reading value
measured), and timestamp attributes (which state when the reading was measured). The following
shorthands are introduced for the subtuples of s(n) relating to these three parts:

sκ(n) for the values of the key attributes;
sµ(n) for the values of the measurement attributes;
sτ (n) for the values of the timestamp attributes.

A stream s1 is a substream of s2 if s1 can be obtained by deleting zero or more tuples from s2.
A channel of s is a maximal substream whose tuples agree on the key attributes of s. For every
tuple t occurring in s, the substream of s consisting of the tuples with sκ(n) = tκ is the channel
of tκ.

The following are important properties that a data stream may possess. A stream s is duplicate
free if for all m, n with m 6= n it is the case that s(m) 6= s(n), that is, no tuple occurs twice in s.
Two streams s1 and s2 are channel disjoint if for all m, n it is the case that sκ

1 (m) 6= sκ
2 (n), that

is, if s1 and s2 have no channels in common.

Producing a Data Stream A stream data source is a component that is capable of publishing a
data stream. For the purposes of this work, the tuples published by a data source may not contain
null values. Additionally, every data source has a local relation schema to which its data stream
conforms.

The data published by a data source typically originates at a sensor which only makes its data
available through one data source. The parameters that define how a sensor makes its readings,
and where it is located, form the key of the relation. Thus, a data source makes a collection of
channels available. Although it is possible and at times desirable, e.g. safety critical systems, for
two data sources to make the same data available, only one copy will be used by the system at any
given time. Thus, it is assumed that the streams published by two data sources will be channel
disjoint.

When a data source registers with the system, it must provide meta-data about the stream
that it is going to publish. This registration meta-data includes:

– A view over the global schema that all tuples must satisfy.
– A history period which is the length of time that each tuple will be retained by the data source

before being discarded.
– A termination time which is a timestamp in the future stating when the data source will cease

to exist unless the termination time is updated.

The idea behind the termination time is that data sources use a soft state registration mecha-
nism to maintain their entry in the registry. Thus, they must regularly update the time at which
they are expected to terminate so that the system knows that they are still “live” and have not
undergone some problem, e.g. power failure.

From the point of view of answering any query, it is important to know which channels are
live, i.e. have data being published. For a history query it is also important to know which streams
have existed and have now stopped and those which were started at some point in the period of
interest.

Ideally, the set of live channels should be determinable from the registration information of
the data sources. However, in practice the view definitions of data sources overlap although the



content of the streams will be disjoint. Thus, the available channels from a data source are not
determinable from its view definition.

A data source is live if its termination time is in the future. A channel is live if

1. there has been a tuple published on the channel, and
2. the data source that published the tuple is still live.

Condition (1) ensures that the channel exists and condition (2) ensures that data may still be
published on it.

For each channel that is live the following information is known:

– Start time: the time at which the data source was registered.
– History period: the length of time that the producer will retain a tuple.
– Termination time: the current expected termination time for the channel.

Archiving a Data Stream The data that a processing node will contain is defined by the
query/queries that it executes, i.e. it collects the data for the query and then makes the result
available to other nodes and clients. The processing nodes can also be set up to archive the history
of the data that it processes. This results in them storing the data on a stream for some defined
period of time. Data values older than the archive period are discarded.

In order to support ad hoc history queries, the processing nodes must be set up to archive the
history of a stream before the query is issued. Thus, it is desirable to create nodes that collect and
archive streams according to some query or view definition. This view definition, along with the
length of history maintained, is sent to the registry as part of the processing node’s registration
meta-data.

Data published on a channel is now potentially available from several locations, namely the data
source and any nodes for which it is relevant. Each of these components has its own, individually
defined, history period. Thus, the history period for a channel is now the maximum history period
of the data source along with all processing nodes that maintain an archive of the channel.

3.2 Incomplete Data Stream Histories

Streams of data are published in a distributed environment in which various different sources of
incompleteness may lead to missing values [13]. For example, the data source may miss a reading
from its sensor due to some internal or communication problem, or a processing node may have
to discard some data before processing it because the input rate from its data sources is too high
for it to cope with. The archive of a data stream is complete if it contains a tuple for each reading
made by a sensor for that stream. However, if the streams are missing values then the archive will
be incomplete as it will also be missing these values.

More formally, the history archived by a processing node is defined by a query Q and a length of
time l for which tuples are retained. The archive is complete if it contains all the tuples representing
readings which satisfy Q and were made in the time period (τ0 − l, τ0), where τ0 is the current
time.

There are 3 categories of incompleteness possible when there is missing data in a history
archive:

1. Never existed: the tuple representing a reading was never published in the system.
2. Exists elsewhere: the tuple is missing from this archive but it could exist in another archive.
3. Previously existed: the tuple was in the archive but has been discarded as it exceeds the

retention period.

Only the first two will be considered in this work. In practice, it is common that the history periods
of the archives are sufficiently long to cope with the majority of user queries. The second category
of incompleteness arises from incidents such as network failures that can result in one processing
node missing data while another one is able to receive the data.

An important aspect of a data stream is whether it is published at a regular frequency. This
will affect how to detect if a data stream is complete or not. These effects are significant and will
be considered in the following sections.



Periodic Data Streams A channel in a data stream is periodic if the sensor generating the
channel publishes readings with a certain frequency. In such a situation, the frequency of publica-
tion is declared along with the other registration meta-data for the data source. The frequency of
publication on a channel can then be used to identify when the channel is missing values providing
that the stream is not being filtered.

Consider the case where a processing node P is receiving a periodic stream either directly from
a data source or another node. (If the stream is originating from another node it could be that the
node is merging several streams or joining it with some stored data, but the tuples on the channels
in the stream still appear at their periodic rate.) In such a case, node P can detect when a tuple
is missing by the fact there is no tuple occurring on channel at the time it is expected. Node P
knows that there is a tuple missing on a specific channel which should have a certain timestamp.

Now consider the case where a processing node P is receiving a stream that was originally
periodic but before it arrives at P it has undergone some processing that may eliminate the
regularity of the stream, e.g. the values in the stream are being filtered on their measurement
attributes. In this case, the stream arriving at P is now irregular and must be handled with the
techniques presented in the next section.

Irregular Data Streams When the frequency of publication is not known or the stream has no
regular pattern of publication, then the system cannot rely on expecting a tuple with a certain
timestamp to detect that it is missing. As shown above, this case can also arises when a periodic
stream is being filtered.

It is assumed that a processing node receives each channel of its stream data from just one
component (either the data source directly or from another processing node). This makes it possible
to use sequence numbers to detect when tuples are missing on a particular channel. For every
channel that a source component sends to a processing node, it attaches a sequence number to
the tuples. The destination node can then detect that tuples have been missed, and the number
that have been missed, when there is a jump in the sequence numbers.

This technique of using sequence numbers means that a node can only detect that a tuple is
missing after the fact, i.e. when the next tuple arrives, while the approach for regular streams
allows the node to detect that the tuple is missing at the time that the tuple is expected (within
a certain error bound).

4 Query Answering

The previous section presented mechanisms to allow a processing node to detect when the data
streams that it receives are incomplete. This section considers a model for representing the infor-
mation known about the missing data when the processing node is storing a history of the data
streams it receives. A mechanism for answering history queries over these incomplete data stream
archives will then be presented.

A history query consists of an sql query (which may include aggregation, negation, etc.) and a
length of time that the query covers, e.g. the last 24 hours. More formally, a query Q and a history
period l is considered. For the purposes of this work it is assumed that there exists a processing
node which is relevant for the query and which maintains an archive that covers the period l.

4.1 Types of Answer

When the data available in an archive is incomplete, several completions are possible that are
consistent with the registration meta-data and the data. These consistent possible completions
are referred to as the consistent instances.

If a history query Q is posed over an incomplete archive, and the incompleteness affects the
answer, then there are several sets of answers that can be generated. These are defined in a similar
way to the types of answer sets that can be returned over an incomplete database [12]. A tuple t
is



(a) compEle Relation

CEId freeCPUs runningJobs ts
1 4 1 1
2 1 6 1
1 3 2 2
1 ⊥ ⊥ 3
2 ⊥ ⊥ 3
1 2 5 4
1 1 5 5
2 3 4 5

(b) storEle Re-
lation
SEId currentIO ts
10 30 1
20 81 2
10 27 3
10 ⊥ 5
20 73 5

(c) CESE-
Bind Re-
lation
CEId SEId

2 10

Table 2. An augmented instance of the global relations

– A Certain Answer to Q if t ∈ Q(A), for all consistent instances A;
– A Possible Answer to Q if t ∈ Q(A), for some consistent instance A;
– An Impossible Answer to Q if t /∈ Q(A), for all consistent instances A.

The set of certain answers contains those tuples that are consistent with the query Q that exist
in all consistent instances of the data archive. The set of possible answers contains those tuples
that are consistent with Q and that exist in some consistent instance of the data archive. The set of
impossible answers contains those tuples that are not consistent with Q and exist in all consistent
instances of the data archive. The sets of possible and impossible answers are potentially infinite.
This is because if there is a domain in Q that is infinite, e.g. the integers, then there are potentially
infinitely many ways to instantiate a tuple such that it is either possibly an answer to Q or to
ensure that it is not an answer to Q. Note that the way in which the certain and possible answer
sets have been defined means that the certain answers are a subset of the possible answers.

4.2 Representing the Missing Data

Section 3.2 presented two ways of detecting when a channel on a data stream is incomplete based
on whether the channel is published at a regular rate or not. Once a processing node has detected
that a channel on one of its source streams is missing values, it needs some mechanism to represent
the information about the missing data. This should be able to capture both the information that
is known, e.g. the key attributes, and the information that is not known, e.g. the measurement
attributes. This can be achieved by inserting a representative tuple into the channel for each tuple
that is missing. Such a representative tuple would contain values for the known attributes and
either a variable or a null value for the unknown attributes. For the purposes of this work a null
value is assumed. Since the streams published by the data sources may not contain null values,
the representative tuple is the only source of null values.

A data stream archive that contains representative tuples is referred to as an augmented archive,
denoted as A. The augmented archive is a representation for all consistent instances A. The set
of all consistent instances is denoted as S and for all instances A derivable from the augmented
archive A it holds that A ∈ S.

Consider again the example from Section 2.3. Table 1 presented a data instance that contained
incomplete information. It is now assumed that the channels in the data streams are periodic and
the following registration information is known.

– Stream compEle channel CEId = 1 is published at a rate of 1 tuple per second and started at
time 1.

– Stream compEle channel CEId = 2 is published at a rate of 1 tuple every 2 seconds and started
at time 1.

– Stream storEle channel SEId = 10 is published at a rate of 1 tuple every 2 seconds and started
at time 1.

– Stream storEle channel SEId = 20 is published at a rate of 1 tuple every 3 seconds and started
at time 2.



Based on this information, and the detection mechanisms of Section 3.2, a processing node which
collects and archives all the streams and stored data for the three relations would have the aug-
mented data archive presented in Table 2. The ⊥ symbol is used for the null values.

4.3 Generating Answer Sets

The answer sets defined in Section 4.1 contain tuples without nulls. However, the augmented data
archive defined above contains tuples with null values. The definition of the answer sets will be
extended so that representative tuples can be used to generate answers to a query.

A query Q defines a Cartesian product of attribute domains

∆1 × . . .×∆n,

where ∆i is the domain of the ith attribute returned by Q. That is, it defines a set of candidate
tuples for the query, which is infinite if any of the domains in the query are infinite.

To limit the set of candidate tuples for a query, only the channels that were live during the
period l covered by the query Q will be considered. That is, the candidate tuple T for the query
Q can comprise of

– channels that occur in A,
– measurement values, or
– null values.

Intuitively, this limits the number of consistent instances as it eliminates the possibility of creating
a new channel in the stream. For example, in the archive presented in Table 2 it is no longer possible
to create a candidate tuple about a computing element with CEId = 42 as this channel was not
live during the period covered by l.

A candidate tuple T for the query Q can be instantiated to an instance tuple t of the domain
of Q by a mapping θ that, for each of the null values in T assigns a value from the appropriate
attribute domain. The resulting tuple t will exist in one of the archive instances A, where A ∈ S.

The set of possible answers shall now be extended to allow candidate tuples to be returned.

Definition 1 (Possible Representative Answer). A candidate tuple T for the query Q is a
possible representative answer if it satisfies the following conditions.

– There exists a consistent archive A ∈ S and an instantiation θ such that θT ∈ Q(A), and
– There exists an instantiation θ′ such that T ∈ θ′A.

Intuitively, the definition states that for a candidate tuple T for the query Q there is some set
of values for the nulls that make the resulting tuple an answer to the query Q for some consistent
archive. The second condition ensures that the only candidate tuples considered are those that are
derivable from the augmented archive A.

In a similar way, the set of certain representative answers can be defined.

Definition 2 (Certain Representative Answer). A candidate tuple T for the query Q is a
certain representative answer if it satisfies the following conditions.

– For all consistent archives A ∈ S, there exists an instantiation θ such that θT ∈ Q(A).
– There exists an instantiation θ′ such that T ∈ θ′A.

Intuitively, the definition states that for each consistent archive instance A, the candidate tuple
T for the query Q can be mapped into an instance tuple that satisfies the query by providing a
value for each of the nulls. Again, the second condition ensures that the only candidate tuples
considered are those that are derivable from the augmented archive A. It is worth noting that the
certain representative answer set is a subset of the possible representative answer set.

From these two sets of representative answers it is possible to derive their complements. The
set of impossible representative answers contains those candidate tuples that either are not an
answer to the query in all consistent archive instances or cannot be derived from the augmented
archive. Similarly, the set of uncertain representative answers contains those candidate tuples that
may not be an answer to the query in some consistent archive instance.



Q1b(CEId, runningJobs)← compEle(CEId, freeCPUs, runningJobs, ts) ∧
runningJobs > 5 ∧ [history = 24 hrs] (4)

Definition 3 (Impossible Representative Answer). A candidate tuple T for the query Q is
an impossible representative answer if it satisfies either of the following conditions.

– For all consistent archives A ∈ S, there does not exist an instantiation θ such that θT ∈ Q(A),
or

– There does not exist an instantiation θ′ such that T ∈ θ′A.

Definition 4 (Uncertain Representative Answer). A candidate tuple T for the query Q is
an uncertain representative answer if it satisfies either of the following conditions.

– There exists a consistent archive A ∈ S such that there does not exist an instantiation θ such
that θT ∈ Q(A), or

– There does not exist an instantiation θ′ such that T ∈ θ′A.

Note that the impossible representative answer set is a subset of the uncertain answer set. It
is also worth noting that the impossible representative answers and the possible representative
answers are mutually exclusive sets, the union of which covers the entire set of candidate answers.
The same is true for the certain representative answers and the uncertain representative answers.

The augmented archive can now be treated in much the same way as if a history query were
being posed to an archive that only contained instance tuples. That is, the query can be “run” over
the augmented archive and the representative answer sets returned. In the case where there are
no null values in the candidate tuples, the answer generated is the complete answer. When there
are null values in the candidate tuples, these must be handled by the query answering mechanism
and representative answer sets returned.

Consider the example queries from Section 2.3 presented in Fig. 3 being posed at the augmented
archive in Table 2. The representative answer sets to Query 1 would be

– Certain Representative Answers: { (2) }.
– Possible Representative Answers: { (2), (1), (2) }.
– Uncertain Representative Answers: { (1), (1), (1), (2), (1), (1), (2) }.
– Impossible Representative Answers: { (1), (1), (1), (1), (2) }.

Note that the uncertain representative answers and the impossible representative answers are in
fact infinite sets, the above representations only consider those tuples that are directly derivable
from the augmented archive.

While the above query relied upon candidate tuples to compute the answer, the answer tuples
were all instance tuples. Consider now the variation on the query that outputs the number of
running jobs together with the computing element identifier when a computer element has had
more than five jobs, which is expressed as a conjunctive query in (4). The answer sets generated
would be

– Certain Representative Answers: { (2, 6) }.
– Possible Representative Answers: { (2, 6), (1,⊥), (2,⊥) }.
– Uncertain Representative Answers: { (1, 1), (1, 2), (1,⊥), (2,⊥), (1, 5), (1, 5), (2, 4) }.
– Impossible Representative Answers: { (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 5), (1, 5), (2, 4) }.

It is worth noting that the answer sets shown in these two examples have not had duplicates
removed. Therefore, all the tuples that appear as certain representative answers also appear in
the possible representative answer set as the first is a subset of the latter. Likewise, the impossible
representative answers appear in the set of uncertain representative answers. However, in an im-
plemented system it would not be desirable to return all four of these sets. A user of the system



Algorithm 1 Algorithm to compute answer sets for a user
1: Input: Query Q with period l,

Augmented data archive A with a history period h such that h ≥ l.
2: certAns = ∅
3: candAns = ∅
4: Generate the set of candidate tuples T for Q from A
5: for all candidate tuples T ∈ T do
6: if T has values for all attributes in the query condition and the query condition is satisfied then
7: certAns = certAns ∪ {T }
8: else if not (T has values for all attributes in the query condition and the query condition is not

satisfied) then
9: candAns = candAns ∪ {T }

10: end if
11: end for
12: return certAns, candAns

would find it more useful for the certain representative answer set and the difference between
possible representative answer set and the certain representative answer set to be returned.

The answer sets to the other two example queries will be shown in the form that would be
returned to the user. The answer sets for Query 2 would be

– Certain Representative Answers: { (2) }.
– Possible Representative Answers: ∅.

Since the possible representative answers is empty after the set elimination step, the query can
effectively be answered completely.

Finally, the answer sets for Query 3 would be

– Certain Representative Answers: ∅.
– Possible Representative Answers: { (2), (2) }.

There are no certain representative answers to this query and two possible representative answers.
Section 4.4 will discuss additional information that can be returned to aid the user to make an
informed decision about these answers.

To “run” a query over the augmented archive requires that an appropriate mechanism for
handling comparisons between nulls is employed. There are several choices which include sql se-
mantics (where nulls are rejected) and conjunctive queries with nulls being given unique identifiers.
The choice of mechanism will effect the representative answer sets returned.

Algorithm 1 presents an approach to generating the representative answer sets that should
be returned to a user. The sets of certain representative answers and impossible representative
answers will be sound in any of the recognised execution mechanisms. In practice, it is not possible
to efficiently identify all of the certain or impossible representative answers as this would require
a full case analysis of the conditions in the query and their instantiations. For example, consider
a query which contains the conditions

x = y ∧ y = z ∧ z = w,

and a candidate tuple where x = 3, y = ⊥, z = ⊥, and w = 5. There is no possible instantiation θ
that can make the tuple an answer to the query. Thus, it is an impossible representative answer,
but to decide this required an analysis of the conditions in the query.

Since it is difficult in practice to fully identify the sets of certain representative answers and
impossible representative answers, Algorithm 1 returns a sound approximation of the set of certain
representative answers together with the set of candidate answers with the tuples that can be
identified as certain representative answers or impossible representative answers removed. That is,
the set of candidate answers returned is

(Possible Representative Answers ∪ Uncertain Representative Answers)\
(Certain Representative Answers ∪ Impossible Representative Answers).



4.4 Co-operative Answers

To aid the user on receiving a candidate answer set, or a possible representative answer set, it
would be helpful if the system generated additional information about the tuples in the candidate
answer set. This would allow the user to make an informed choice about the likelihood that each
of the tuples in the candidate answer set is an answer to their query. From the information known
about the channels and their history it is possible to compute maximums, minimums and averages
for the channels where null values occur and to return details such as the frequency of publication
(either as stated in the registration information or as computed from the history).

Consider again the answer sets generated for query 3 over the augmented data archive in Ta-
ble 2. The possible representative answer set computed was { (2), (2) } and for the given augmented
archive this coincides exactly with the candidate answer set returned by Algorithm 1. The first of
these tuples is a possible representative answer because of the joined tuple

(2, 1, 6, 1, 2, 10, 10,⊥, 5).

Details of this tuple could be returned along with the values for the channel identified by SEId = 10
on the stream storEle. The information returned would be

Channel: SEId = 10
Coverage: 66%

Frequency: 1 tuple every 2 seconds
Maximum currentIO: 30
Minimum currentIO: 27

Average currentIO: 28.5.

Similar information could be attached to the other tuple and would include details of the channel
identified by CEId = 2 on the stream compEle.

5 Related Work

Data stream processing has been an active area of research over the last 10 years. This has
resulted in the development of several prototype stream processing systems, data models, and
query execution algorithms [6, 11]. Of the systems developed, the most widely known are Aurora
[2], stream [5], and TelegraphCQ [14]. These systems have concentrated on developing techniques
for processing queries over streams within bounded resources. For instance, techniques involving
sliding windows have been developed to allow a join between two infinite streams to be processed.
Similarly, since the publication rates of streams tend to be high, techniques have been developed
to process queries in bounded main memory. This eliminates the need to access data stored on
disk which would take more time and would result in costly delays to the answers to queries.

However, these stream processing systems are all centralised. This means that the streams
of data from the sources must flow to the location where the processing engine is located. The
processing engine then executes the queries over the streams and the answer streams flow to the
users. To overcome this limitation, distributed stream processing systems are now being developed.
These include Borealis [1], Calder [18], and r-gma [10].

Most stream systems are able to maintain a brief history of a data stream. Generally, this is kept
in a memory buffer where it can be used for immediate query processing. Techniques for storing
approximations of longer histories in synopses have been developed [4]. An alternative approach
followed by the r-gma system is to store the history of a stream in a database. This allows
the system to store accurate histories over large time periods. While the approach to handling
incompleteness in the data stream has been motivated by the work on the r-gma system the
techniques could be applied to any of the above systems.

The subject of incompleteness has not been looked at in the context of stream processing
systems. However, it has been a topic of investigation in data integration systems. In fact, data
integration systems can be viewed as a specific instance of answering queries over incomplete data



sources [3]. As such, the concepts of certain and possible answer sets have been used within these
systems [12]. More recently, there has been work on investigating how integrity constraints on the
common schema affect the answers that are computed [7].

There has also been a considerable body of work on incompleteness in database systems. This
has predominantly focused on the use of null values [8] and mechanisms for answering queries
when there is unknown data [15]. The concept of a co-operative system [16] originated in this
work. Such a system attempts to return additional data to the user when a traditional answer
set is empty, e.g. if a query asked for managers who earned less than 30,000 and the lowest paid
manager earns 40,000 then the system would report this together with the empty answer set.

6 Conclusions

Distributed data streams are often incomplete. If these streams are archived for later access, then
these histories will also be incomplete. This paper has discussed how to detect missing data values
on a data stream based on the assumptions of the underlying stream, i.e. whether it is periodic or
irregular. A model for representing the missing values in the history of an integrated set of data
streams, based on inserting representative tuples, resulting in an augmented data stream archive
was proposed.

When a query is posed over an incomplete data stream history and the complete answer cannot
be retrieved the data can fall into one of three sets: (i) Certain answers, (ii) Possible answers, and
(iii) Impossible answers. These answer sets were then extended to allow representative answers to
be returned. An algorithm was developed that generates suitable copies of the extended answer
sets for a user when a query is posed over an augmented data stream archive. When the full answer
is not available, additional meta-data can be derived that helps inform the user about the effects
of the incompleteness.

It is planned to develop an implementation of the techniques presented here as an extension
to an existing distributed stream processing engine.
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